FOR PROGRAMS

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A SINGLE BREAKING NEWS STORY

THE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER 1/28/86  PBS
(The MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour)

Lester M. Crystal, Executive Producer; Jim Lehrer, Associate Editor; Robert MacNeil, Executive Producer; Linda Winslow, Deputy Executive Producer; Maura Lerner, Monica Hooe, Producers; Lee Koromvokis, Kenan Block, Nancy Nathan, Susan Ades, Reporters; Judey Woodruff, Charlayne Hunter-Gault, Correspondents

PAN AM FLIGHT 73 HIJACK 9/5/86  ABC
(Nightline)

Richard N. Kaplan, Executive Producer; Ted Koppel, Anchor & Managing Editor; William Moore, Robert Jordan, Betsy West, Senior Producers; Susan Mercandetti, Pamela Kahn, Julie Sertel, Marianne Kelley, Heather Vincent, Tara Sonenshine, Producers; Bill Thomas, Coordinating Producer; Jed Duval, Mark Litke, Correspondents

LIBYA ATTACKED 4/14, 15/86  ABC
(Nightline)

Richard N. Kaplan, Executive Producer; Stuart Schwartz, Senior Broadcast Producer; Chris Isham, Coordinating Producer; Dennis Dunlavey, Senior Editorial Producer; Peter Jennings, John Quinones, Jay Schadler, Lynn Sherr, Stone Phillips, Bill Blakemore, Brit Hume, Sam Donaldson, Reporter/Correspondents

THE CHALLENGER EXPLOSION 1/28/86  ABC
(World News Tonight with Peter Jennings)

William Lord, Executive Producer; Stuart Schwartz, Senior Broadcast Producer; Chris Isham, Coordinating Producer; Dennis Dunlavey, Senior Editorial Producer; Peter Jennings, John Quinones, Jay Schadler, Lynn Sherr, Stone Phillips, Bill Blakemore, Brit Hume, Sam Donaldson, Reporter/Correspondents

* Denotes National Award Winner  • Denotes Area Award Winner
FOR PROGRAMS
OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A SINGLE BREAKING NEWS STORY (CONT'D.)

PHILIPPINES: TWO INAUGURATIONS 2/24,25,26/86 ABC
MARCOS DRIVEN OUT AND THE NEW COUNTRY
(Nightline)
Richard N. Kaplan, Executive Producer; Ted Koppel, Anchor and
Managing Editor; William Moore, Robert Jordan, Betsy West,
Senior Producers; Phil Bergman, Tara Sonenshine, Producers.
Jim Laurie, Judd Rose, James Walker, Correspondents

FOR SEGMENTS
OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A SINGLE BREAKING NEWS STORY

THE PHILLIPINE REVOLUTION 2/25/86 ABC
Richard N. Kaplan, Executive Producer, Phil Bergman, Segment
Producer, Judd Rose, Correspondent
(NIGHTLINE)

INCHON RIOT 5/3/86 ABC
(World News Tonight - Saturday)
Mark Litke, Correspondent

TRIPOLI IS UNDER ATTACK 4/14/86 NBC
(NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw)
Tom Brokaw, Managing Editor, Bill Wheatley, Executive Producer,
Cheryl Gould, Senior Producer, Ron Bonn, Tom Cheatham, Jack
Chestnutt, Bruce Cummings, Andrew Franklin, John Holland, Marc
Kusnetz, David McCormick, Ira Silverman, Producers, Mauri Moore,
West Coast Producer

COVERAGE OF A SINGLE BREAKING NEWS STORY
FOR SEGMENTS
REYKJAVEK, ICELAND 10/12/86 CBS
(CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Linda Mason, Executive Producer, Terry Martin, Senior Producer,
Jonathan Klein, Broadcast Producer, Rome Hartman, Susan Zirinsky,
Peter Bluff, Roxanne Russel, Mary Martin Producers, Bill Plante,
Wyatt Andrews, David Martin, Bill Moyers, Lem Tucker, Correspondents

CHALLENGER MEMORIAL SERVICE 1/31/86 NBC
(NBC News Special Report)
Susan Butcher, Ann Kemp, Producers

* Denotes National Award Winner  • Denotes Area Award Winner
1986 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY AWARDS
HELD ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1987
GRAND BALLROOM
WALDORF ASTORIA HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

COVERAGE OF A SINGLE BREAKING NEWS STORY (CONT'D.)

FOR SEGMENTS

MAYDAY OVER CHICAGO 12/4/86 NBC
(NBC Today Show)
Mike Wright, Producer, Jim Tilmon, Reporter/Correspondent

HANDS ACROSS AMERICA 5/25/86 CBS
(CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Linda Mason, Executive Producer, Terry Martin, Senior Producer,
Jonathan Klein, Broadcast Producer, Richard Griffiths, Steve
Okino, Mary Kane, Producers, Bruce Morton, John Blackstone,
Harry Smith, Susan Spencer, Correspondents

OUTSTANDING BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE CURRENT STORY

FOR PROGRAMS

DISASTER AT CHERNOBYL 4/30/86 CBS
(CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Lane Venardos, Executive Producer, Tom Bettag, Senior Producer,
Dan Rather, Reporter/Correspondent

NUCLEAR LEGACY 12/5/86 PBS
David Davis, Producer

* HOLY WAR, HOLY TERROR 6/3/86 PBS
(Frontline)
David Fanning, Executive Producer, Stephanie Tepper, Producer,
Michael Kirk, Senior Producer, John Laurence, Correspondent

* THE VANISHING FAMILY-CRISIS IN BLACK AMERICA 1/25/86 CBS
(CBS Reports)
Perry Wolff, Executive Producer, Ruth C. Streeter, Producer,
Bill Moyers, Correspondent

* Denotes National Award Winner  • Denotes Area Award Winner
1986 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY AWARDS
HELD ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1987
GRAND BALLROOM
WALDORF ASTORIA HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

OUTSTANDING BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE CURRENT STORY (PROGAMS)

INSIDE THE WASHINGTON SCANDAL—SECRET MOVES, 12/18/86 ABC
(20-20)

TRADE WAR: A SHORT COURSE ON THE TOKYO SUMMIT 4/28/86 PBS
Stephen D. Atlas, Producer, Paul Solman and Robert Krulwich, Reporters/Correspondents

OUTSTANDING BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE CURRENT STORY (SEGMENTS)

ALZHEIMER'S 1/1/86 PBS
(MacNeill/Lehrer Newshour)
Jeffrey Kaye and Mitchell Koss, Producers, Jeffrey Kaye, Reporter/Correspondent

PRISON AIDS 10/16/86 ABC
(Jimmy Breslin's People)
Wayne Sherman and Hudson Meyer Producers

MY SON IS INNOCENT ABC
(20/20)
Rob Wallace, Producer, Dick Schaap, Correspondent

RUNNING HARDER, LOSING GROUND week of 9/8/86 NBC
(Nightly News-Special Segment)
Joseph DeCola, Producer, Garrick Utley, Reporter/Correspondent

BY HIS FATHER'S HAND, THE ZUMWALTS (10/2/86 ABC
(20/20)
Ene Riisna, Producer, Jack Laurence, Correspondent

WINNIE 6/24/86 NBC
(1986)
Alexandra Gleysteen, Producer, Peter Kent, Reporter/Correspondent

*Denotes National Award Winner  •Denotes Area Award Winner
OUTSTANDING BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE CURRENT STORY

FOR SEGMENTS

A SECOND CHANCE AT LIFE 4/24/86 ABC
(20/20)
Jeff Diamond, Producer, Bob Brown, Reporter/Correspondent

MICHELE 5/4/86 CBS
(60 Minutes)
George Crile, Producer, Ed Bradley, Reporter/Correspondent

OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM

FOR PROGRAMS

ATLANTA MURDERS  ABC
(Nightline)
Richard N. Kaplan, Executive Producer, Lionel Chapman, Producer,
Ted Koppel, Anchor and Managing Editor, Marshall Frady, Correspondent

M.I.A.'s - THE STORY THAT WOULD NOT DIE 5/29/86 ABC
Janice Tomlin, Producer, Tom Jarriel, Correspondent

OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM

FOR SEGMENTS

HELCIOPTER DANGERS 9/21 & 12/5/86 CBS
(The CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Tom Bettag, Executive Producer, Peter Van Sant and Josh Howard,
Producers, Peter Van Sant, Reporter/Correspondent

HEARTBRAK HOTEL 2/2/86 CBS
(60 Minutes)
Allan Maraynes, Producer, Ed Bradley, Correspondent

THE MOARTIN PRE-SCHOOL 12/2/86 CBS
(60 Minutes)
Lowell Bergman, Producer, Mike Wallace, Reporter/Correspondent

*Denotes National Award Winner  *Denotes Area Award Winner
OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM

FOR SEGMENTS

FIRST JERSEY SECURITIES 12/7/86 CBS
(60 Minutes)
Don Hewitt, Executive Producer, Philip Scheffler, Senior Producer, Charles Lewis, Producer, Mike Wallace, Reporter/Correspondent

SEXAHOLICS 9/24/86 CBN
(700 Club)
Cynthia Glaser, Producer and Reporter/Correspondent

TRAFFIC IN CHILDREN 1/2/86 & 1/3/86 NBC
(NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw)
Chuck Collins, Producer, Mark Nykanen, Correspondent

THE CHALLENGER INVESTIGATION 1/19, 3/11, 12/86 ABC
(World News Tonight With Peter Jennings)
David Tabacoff, Producer, Lynn Sherr and Michael Connor Reporters/Correspondents

OUTSTANDING INTERVIEW/INTERVIEWER ---- FOR PROGRAMS
WITNESS TO WAR: DR. CHARLIE CLEMENTS 4/1/86 PBS
Peter Kinoy, Deborah Shaffer, David Goodman, Producers

YOSEF YERUSHALMI 2/16/86 PBS
(Heritage Conversations with Bill Moyers)
Arnold Labaton, Executive Producer, Betsy McCarthy, Producer, Bill Moyers, Correspondent

THE BURGER YEARS 7/9/86 CBS
(A CBS News Special)
Perry Wolff, Executive Producer, Marianna C. Spicer, Producer, Bill Moyers, Correspondent

* Denotes National Award Winner  ● Denotes Area Award Winner
1986 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY AWARDS
HELD ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1987
GRAND BALLROOM
WALDORF ASTORIA HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

OUTSTANDING INTERVIEW/INTERVIEWERS (CONTINUED)

FOR PROGRAMS

CYNTHIA OZICK & ABBA EBAN 4/3/86 PBS
(Heritage Conversations with Bill Moyers)
Arnold Labaton, Executive Producer, Betsy McCarthy, Producer,
Bill Moyers, Correspondent

OUTSTANDING INTERVIEW/INTERVIEWERS

FOR SEGMENTS

* CHARLES. MANSON 3/7/86 CBS
(The CBS News Nightwatch)
Carol Ross Joynt, Producer, Charlie Rose, Reporter/Correspondent

A PROMISE
(1986)
Mike Mosher, Producer, Lucky Severson, Correspondent NBC

DANCING ON HER GRAVE 11/16/86 CBS
(60 Minutes)
Jan Legnito, Producer, Diane Sawyer, Reporter/Correspondent

JAMES DUFF/AIDS 9/25/86 ABC
(Jimmy Breslin's People)
Douglas Manning, Producer, Jimmy Breslin, Correspondent

LITTLE ANTHONY 4/30/86 CBS
(West 57th)
Margaret Drain, Producer, Meredith Vieira, Correspondent

HOMELESS CHILDREN
(Main Street) 2/20/86 NBC
Kimberly Gentile McCarthy, Producer, William Schechter,
Reporter/Correspondent

* Denotes National Award Winner  • Denotes Area Award Winner
OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A CONTINUING NEWS STORY

FOR PROGRAMS

SUE THE DOCTOR? 1/28/86 PBS
(Frontline)
David Fanning, Executive Producer; Graham Chedd, Senior Producer;
Andrew Liebman, Producer

GROWING UP POOR 2/4/86 PBS
(Frontline)
David Fanning, Executive Producer; Mark Obehaus, Senior Producer;
Edward Gray, Producer

CAN AIDS BE STOPPED? 11/11/86 PBS
(NOVA)
David Dugan and Max Whitby, Producers

ASSIGNMENT AFRICA 11/24/86 PBS
An Inside Story Special Edition
Ned Schnurman, Executive Producer; David Royle, Producer;
Hodding Carter III, Correspondent

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A CONTINUING NEW STORY

FOR SEGMENTS

REVOLUTION IN THE PHILIPPINES 2/22-28/86 NBC
(NBC Nightly News)
Ron Steinman, Bud Pratt, Steve Sung, Tony Hillman, Jim Maceda,
Producers; Jim Bittermann, Steve Mallaory, Correspondents

MEAN STREETS 2/12, 6/2, 6/26/86 CBS
(The CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Lane Venardos and Tom Betttag, Executive Producers; W. Crawford,
Senior Producer, Laurie Hilliam and Bill Nieves, Producers;
Harold Dow, Reporter/Correspondent

*Denotes National Award Winner  • Denotes Area Award Winner
1986 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY AWARDS
HELD ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1987
GRAND BALLROOM
WALDORF ASTORIA HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A CONTINUING NEWS STORY (SEGMENTS)

TICKET TO NOWHERE 1/9/86 ABC
(20/20)
Bob Lange and Kathy McManus, Producers, John Stossel, Correspondent

HAITI'S NIGHTMARE 4/30/86 CBS
(West 57th)
Leslie Cockburn, Producer, Jane Wallace, Reporter/Correspondent

MEXICO: OUR TROUBLED NEIGHBOR 4/16, 6/11, 12/86 PBS
(The MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour)
Lester M. Crystal, Executive Producer, Michael Mosettig, Senior Producer, Michael Joseloff, Producer, Charles Krause, Correspondent

RACISM 1/17, 7/2, 11/20/86 CBS
(The CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Tom Bettag, Executive Producer, R. Cohen, Senior Producer, Marcia Henning, Marquita Poole, Cathy Olian, Producers, Bob Paw, Reporter/Correspondent

OUTSTANDING INFORMATIONAL, CULTURAL, OR HISTORICAL PROGRAMMING FOR PROGRAMS

THE GLOBAL ASSEMBLY LINE 9/2/86 PBS
Lorraine Gray, Anne Bohlen, Maria Patricia, Fernandez Kelly, Producers

POTOMAC: AMERICAN REFLECTIONS 12/29/86 PBS
Frederick Gutheim, Executive Producer, Robert Cole and Russ Nichols, Producers

WORLD WITHOUT WALLS: BERYL MARKHAM'S AFRICAN MEMOIR 10/8/86 PBS
Stephen Talbot and Judy Flannery, Executive Producers, Joan Saffa and Barry Shlacter, Producers

*Denotes National Award Winner • Denotes Area Award Winner
1986 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY AWARDS
HELD ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1987
GRAND BALLROOM
WALDORF ASTORIA HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

OUTSTANDING INFORMATIONAL, CULTURAL, OR HISTORICAL PROGRAMMING
FOR PROGRAMS

WITH HOROWITZ IN MOSCOW
(CBS News - "Sunday Morning") 4/20/86 CBS
Robert Northshield, Senior Executive Producer, Peter Gelb, Executive Producer, William Moran, Senior Producer, Charles Kuralt, Reporter/Correspondent

THE BLOODES OF 'NAM
(Frontline) 5/20/86 PBS
David Panning, Executive Producer, Wayne Ewing, Producer, Wallace Terry, Reporter/Correspondent

1970-40 DAYS
(Our World) 10/23/86 ABC
Avwestin, Executive in Charge, Susan Lester, Ellen Rossen, Pete Simmons, Senior Producers, Richard O'Regan, Producer, Linda Ellerbee and Ray Gandolf, Reporters/Correspondents

THE SEARCH FOR THE DISAPPEARED 10/14/86 PBS
(NOVA)
Paula S. Apseil, Executive Producer, David Dugan, Producer

BEFORE STONESTOWN 12/15/86 PBS
John Scaglioni, Greta Schiller and Robbie Rosenberg, Producers

OUTSTANDING INFORMATIONAL, CULTURAL, OR HISTORICAL PROGRAMMING
FOR SEGMENTS

A VERY SPECIAL VISION 4/10/86 ABC
(20/20)
Joe Pfifferling, Producer, Bob Brown, Correspondent

*Denotes National Award Winner • Denotes Area Award Winner
1986 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY AWARDS
HELD ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1987
GRAND BALLROOM
WALDORF ASTORIA HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

OUTSTANDING INFORMATIONAL, CULTURAL, OR HISTORICAL PROGRAMMING

FOR SEGMENTS (CONTINUED)

VIETNAM MOVIES 12/19/86 ABC
(Nightline)
Harry Samuel Chittick, III, Producer, Gary Shepard, Correspondent

LETTERS TO THE WORLD 3/16/86 CBS
(CBS News Sunday Morning)
William Moran, Producer, David Culhane, Correspondent

* EAST AFRICA: CHANGING 11/3/86 ABC
(Good Morning America)
Bill Geddie, Producer, David Hartman, Correspondent

2001 4/14, 4/22-4/25/86 CBS
(The CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Lane Venardos, Executive Producer, David Browning, Senior Producer, Dan Rather, Reporter/Correspondent

BEHIND PARTY LINES 2/26, 27, 3/4-5/86 CBS
(The CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Lane Venardos, Executive Producer, Andrew Heyward, Senior Producer, Peter Bluff and Peter Sweitzer, Producers, Bernard Goldberg and Tom Fenton, Reporters/Correspondents

SPECIAL CLASSIFICATION FOR OUTSTANDING PROGRAM/INDIVIDUAL/TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT

FOR PROGRAMS

AIDS: IN SEARCH OF A MIRACLE 10/28/87 PBS
(Managing our Miracles: Health Care in America)
Cynthia McFadden, Executive Producer

THE PHILIPPINES: LIFE, DEATH AND REVOLUTION NBC
(Today Show)
Jon Alpert and Steve Friedman, Producers, Jon Alpert, Maryann DeLeo and Rochit Tanedo, Reporters/Correspondents

*Denotes National Award Winner   • Denotes Area Award Winner
1986 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY AWARDS
HELD ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1987
GRAND BALLROOM
WALDORF ASTORIA HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

SPECIAL CLASSIFICATION FOR OUTSTANDING PROGRAM/INDIVIDUAL/TECHNICAL
ACHIEVEMENT  (CONTINUED)

FOR PROGRAMS

THE VANISHING FAMILY: CRISIS  1/25/86  CBS
IN BLACK AMERICA

(CBS Reports)

Ruth C. Streeter, Producer, Bill Moyers, Correspondent, Kate
Roth Kull, Independent

NIGHTLINE  4/29, 5/26, 9/5/86  ABC

Richard N. Kaplan, Executive Producer, Gary Boyarsky,
Vincent Perry and Paul Glase, Technical Achievement

SPECIAL CLASSIFICATION FOR OUTSTANDING PROGRAM/INDIVIDUAL/
TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT

FOR SEGMENTS

ARBITRAGE IN 6 EASY STEPS  11/8/86  CBS

(CBS Morning News)

Robert Mayer, Producer, Robert Krulwich, Correspondent

WALDEN POND  7/4/86  ABC

(ABC News Liberty Week-end)

Susan Lester, Producer

GREAT MOMENTS IN BUSINESS  10/21/86  CBS

(CBS Morning News)

Robert Mayer, Producer, Robert Krulwich, Correspondent

PEOPLE WHO MAKE A DIFFERENCE  12/11, 9/4, 9/23/86  NBC

(The NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw)

Bill Wheatley, Executive Producer, Bob Dotson, Correspondent,
Independent

* Denotes National Award Winner  •Denotes Area Award Winner
SPECIAL CLASSIFICATION FOR OUTSTANDING PROGRAM/INDIVIDUAL/TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT (CONTINUED)

SHOT IN HOLLYWOOD 7/8/86 NBC
(1986)
Ned Judge and Jess Bushyhead, Producers. Connie Chung, Correspondent

OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMMING

WRITERS
* MARY LOU TEEL
WE'VE GROWN ACCUSTOMED
(CBS SUNDAY MORNING) 12/28/86 CBS
* RICHARD GERDAU, LINDA ELLERBEE, RAY GANDOLF
HALLOWEEN 1983 10/30/86 ABC
(OUR WORLD)

PERRY WOLF, RUTH C. STREETER

THE VANISHING FAMILY
CRISIS IN BLACK AMERICA
(CBS REPORTS) 1/25/86 CBS

ROBERT SIMON

A CELEBRATION OF LIBERTY IMMIGRANTS
(CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT) 7/3/86 CBS

DIRECTORS

GRETA SCHILLER

BEFORE STONEWALL: THE MAKING
OF A GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY 12/16/86 PBS

* ROBERT GARDNER

THE COURAGE TO CARE 5/6/86 PBS

SHARON SOPHER

WITNESS TO APARTHEID 10/5/86 PBS
1986 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY AWARDS
HELD ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1987
GRAND BALLROOM
WALDORF-ASTORIA HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

FOR: OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN NEWS AND
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMMING

CINEMATOGRAPHERS

JOE SEAMANS
REALM OF THE ALLIGATOR
(A NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPECIAL) 4/16/86 PBS

* HUGH MILES
KINGDOM OF THE ICE BEAR, PART I
THE FROZEN OCEAN 2/16/86 PBS

RESEARCHERS

* ANDREA WEISS
BEFORE STONEWALL: THE MAKING OF A
GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY 12/16/86 PBS

ELECTRONIC CAMERAPersons: videogRAPHERs

* MARK FALSTAD
LITTLE ANTHONY
(CBS NEWS - WEST 57TH) 4/30/86 CBS

MIKE HOOVER
AFGHANISTAN CAMERA WORK
(CBS EVENING NEWS WITH DAN RATHER 12/16/86
& 3/20, 21/87 CBS

MARK FALSTAD
BIG GAMBLE IN ATLANTIC CITY
(CBS NEWS SPECIAL) 8/13/86 CBS

*Denotes National Award Winner • Denotes Area Award Winner
1986 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY AWARDS
HELD ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1987
GRAND BALLROOM
WALDORF ASTORIA HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

ELECTRONIC CAMERAPERSONS: VIDEOGRAPHERS

ROCKET

EAST AFRICA CHANGING
(GOOD MORNING AMERICA) 11/3/86 ABC

SOUND: Audio sweetening (including
editors, mixers and effects), Studio
Audio Mixers, Film Sound Mixers (including
re-recording mixers and editors), Live/
Location Videotape and Sound Recordist
(video and film)

* KEN LOVE, NORMAN ANDREWS (SOUND RECORDISTS)

REALM OF THE ALLIGATOR
(A NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPECIAL) 4/16/86 PBS

GEORGE SHAFNACER

JERUSALEM: WITHIN THESE WALLS,
(A NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPECIAL) 3/12/86 PBS

ARMANDO CANTU

SHADOWS - 1986 10/14/87 NBC

KEN LOVE

CHESAPEAKE BORNE
(A NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPECIAL) 1/15/86 PBS

FOR: OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN NEWS AND
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMMING

TAPE EDITORS: Videotape Editors and
Videotape Post Production Editors

JESSY BUSHYHEAD
Tape Editor
THE YEAR 1986 IN REVIEW
(Today Show) NBC

*Denotes National Award Winner  • Denotes Area Award Winner
FOR: OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMMING

TAPE EDITORS: Videotape Editors and Videotape Post Production Editors

TRESSA ANNE Verna
Video Tape Editor
1986 WINNIE MANDELLA

* TRESSA ANNE Verna
Video Tape Editor
1986 - THE GREAT RACE

DAVID EWING
Tape Editor
HIGH AND MIGHTY

GREGG FEATHERMAN
Tape Editor
BROWN SUGAR: THE BEGINNINGS 1/86 PBS

* ED DELGADO, DON WAHLBERG, CHARLES CHINN
Tape Editor
WASTED - JUST SAY NO

JOHN R. BUONPANE
Tape Editor
WOMEN'S TENNIS
(CBS NEWS - WEST 57TH) 6/25/86 CBS

FILM EDITORS: Film Editors and Film Post Production Editors

* BARRY NYE
Film Editor
REALM OF THE ALLIGATOR
(A NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPECIAL 4/16/86 PBS

HYMAN KAUFMAN
Film Editor
JERUSALEM: WITHIN THESE WALLS
(A NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPECIAL) 3/12/86 PBS

*Denotes National Award Winner  • Denotes Area Award Winner
1986 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY AWARDS
HELD ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1987
GRAND BALLROOM
WALDORF ASTORIA HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

FILM EDITORS: Film Editors and
Film Post Production Editors

GEORGE BARTZ
Film Editor

THE WYETHS: A FATHER AND HIS
FAMILY  6/19/86  PBS

GRAPHIC DESIGN

* JOHN ANDREWS AND JUDD PILLOT AND TODD RUFF  PBS
Electronic Graphics
(Adam Smith's Moneyworld)

MUSIC

JENNIE MUSKETT / JACK TILLAR
Music Composers
CREATURES OF THE MANGROVE
(A NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPECIAL)  2/12/86  PBS

* JOHN SCOTT
Music Director
CAPE HORN: WATERS OF THE WIND
(THE COUSTEAU SOCIETY)  12/13/86  SYN

* Denotes National Award Winner  • Denotes Area Award Winner